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FREE GENERATION AND WORLD REVOLUTION IN ENERGY.
The principle of multiplication of the magnetic field in the separation of magnets was noticed and even studied in detail
already at the dawn of magnetism and was described by the ancient scientists themselves as many as more than two
three thousand years (total ..) 2-3 thousand years !!! back (think about the digital number ..) and he himself has long
been very much asking for active use in electrical engineering. Faraday himself very carefully described this principle,
apparently intuitively realizing that he would be very very important too and would be useful later for practice.
But according to some kind of evil fate and a very strange feeble mind and blunt conservatism, everything in the history
of technology stupidly followed the path of the usual topology of a primitive electrical engineering of a closed magnetic
circuit and full magnetic flux linkage with wires. iron fields when it is magnetized and we would immediately receive a
free free magnetic energy that only take and scoop ...
Melnichenko’s coil can not only be made in the form of a cylinder, and by the way, it can be very easily closed into a ring
in a torus and thereby removing more precisely closing the magnetizing magnetic field itself only inside the device as in a
tokamak. But the core is cut into segments and divided by gaps for multiplying the magnetic field and producing
magnetic “vortices” inside the coil. Everything is simple and technically engineering is just an absolutely perfect solution.
Then you only need to collect all this internal free magnetic energy of the cores with the help of a special removable
winding and drive it into the payload or put it on stand-alone mode. Technically, this is the simplest generation
technology that you can think of and here no one will ever do easier and better. If at all he can ... The problem is that
bypassing the prohibitions is possible only in this way.
Here, of course, not everything is simple in physics itself, as iron itself and all this ferromagnetism is a very unique thing
in its property. There is no inductive resistance at all, and no current is needed to create and generate magnetic energy
as in a wire coil. All the magnetic field of iron and magnet create some quantum magnetic currents. And the most
important thing is that the energy of the external magnetizing magnetic field from the wires can be much less than the
energy of the magnetic field of iron. This makes it possible to partially separate the magnetic field of iron from the
magnetization wires themselves to receive free energy.

